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Editorial:
Home
Grown

Racism

15 chicano organizations are
currently supporting a boycott of
the New Mexico State Fair. Their
boycott revolves around the
apparent "reluctance" of a fair
official to rent concession space to
chicanos hecause "Mexicans gave
him a headache."
Gloria Mena, who organized the
boycott after she was refused
concession space, said the boycott is
the climax of five years of
discrimination by the concession
manager. The boycott, said Mena, is
the result of inadequate help because
Mexican concessions could not get
an adequate number of passes to
allow helpers to enter the
fairgrounds free of charge. And, said
Mena, the electrical facilities in
chicano eoncessions have been poor
for five years.
Unfor::unately, as soon as the fair
ends, the chicanos' leverage power
a g a i n s t d i s c r i m i n a t i on-the
· boycott-will also be over. One
reason that their leverage will end is
because no one-least of all fair
officials-have as yet indicated that
they are interested in erasing
discrimination, much less
investigating complaints of racism.
Another reason they boycott
leverage will be over is because the
Albuquerque news media have
1

shown definite disinterest in the
boycott.
Americans do not like to admit
there is something wrong with their
country; racism is one of th,e biggest
areas of non-concern in the United
States. The news media's lack of
coverage of the boycotters could be
put down to disinterest, or it could
be put down to racism in the news
media.
The Albuquerque media still
subscribe to the Journalistic ethic
that "we must rarely give our readers
cause to be alarmed." They cover
hot spots like the Mid East and the
Indochina war, but here at home, it's
another matter. The news media give
coverage to school busing problems
in the deep south, but here at home
it's another matter. Racism doesn't
exist.
But, racism and its resulting
discrimination does exist in
Albuquerque. The alleged
discrimination at the state fair
demands the attention not only of
state fair officials, but of the general
public as well. The general public, of
course, will never know of
discrimination if the city news media
continue to abrogate its
responsibility by not reporting what
is an invidious problem faced daily
by thousands of Albuquerqueans.
Sarah Laidlaw

The A111erican Dream:

Unreality of Reality
By JON HILLSON
(Editor's note: The following
article first appeared in the Colorado
Daily. Hillson, a fonner staff
member of the Daily, is now working
for the U.S. Student Press
Association.)
An interesting phenomenon this
fall: things are more out of place
than last year. A certain confusion
that is less than familiar, a confusion
blossoming around America in many
ways.
Call it the clash of these two facts:
popular consciousness of loss of
personal identity and the obvious
deepening of decay: myths
crumbling, institutions growing more
rigid, the growing unreality of
reality.
Consider Spiro Agnew: the white,
male assertion of all once thought
important in America, set in the
form of utter self-confidence.
Consider Spiro Agnew red-baiting
the Democratic Party, hardly a
rational thing, yet, of course, quite
real.
Consider the Miss America
pageant: many millions of eyes
checking it all out, and two fonner
Miss Americas (commentators Debby
Bryant and Lee Meriweather) barely
hospitable to each other on
television: Bert Parks, as the measure
of womanhood.
And Vietnam? It keeps on
popping now with recent exposure
that imperialism's allies have been
bought and paid for up to 2000
percent o£ regular salary. Every
American knows every friend we
have in Vietnam has been paid for,
coerced financially and publicly
clamors for more taxpayer dollars.
There is no draft in North
Vietnam. And in the South, while a
few grow rich on tinsel imports,
Saigon veteran soldiers and students
.
rip-off the government.
Consider this the very tip of the
iceberg: packaged inside the great
boob box, products and produce and
status and prestige and bits of utopia
shoved down America's throat:
consider in California the regents
investigate high -grading professors
and want to re-enact the strict
grading bell curve, chop liberals o_ut
·()f the faculty and have each marked
a brick of the university to
personally pull out.
Things out of place.
Media-management-externally as

well as self Imposed-grows,
corresponding to the national wave
of shutting down the student press:
all that's news doesn't fit.
A continued count-off of how
painfully psychotic things become
ain't really necessary: rhetoric aside,
says the Man, we're going to kick
your ass. And even the alcoholic
administrators can't get a grip on
things anymore.
Some points in our favor: we told
you the scene would get worse, and
of course, not being heeded, some of
us decided to make things worse.
But, being innocent of the way in
which empires decay, and the way
every human being within the empire
internalizes that decay, we had little,
if nothing to do with it. Don't
blame us: You know, American
imperialism rebuilt a totally
destroyed Japan 2 5 years
ago-believing in the great power of
capitalist enterprise-and now, on
the streets of Tokyo, vending
machines sell air for 25 cents a hit
and police are allowed to walk their
beats but an hour at a time for fear
of asphyxiation.
Point two: the violence of today is
merely the original parenthood
coming back in the child: decades
before Marx was born, of course,
white free enterprise in America was
off in Africa, pulling out blacks for
profit. They had no left to contend
with. Violence is incarnate in the
system of competition: for victors
employ every device, and war has
been a pasttime relished by rulers
since societies formAd, and formed
based on the individual ownership of
mass property. Don't blame the left
entirely: corporate property and
racism are far more insidious, far
more violent, far more oppressive
than a rock.
Point three: the vigor of
repression by police against white
radicals-female and male-against
the rising black, brown and red
people-is male supremacist as well
as at the bequest of corporate
America. Frank Rizzio, the chief of
the Philadelphia police, after the
early September shoot-out with the
Black Panther party said, "Anytime
they want to prove they're more
men than we are, just let them try ...
my men have more courage than
they do. . . just let them put out
guns and we'll fight it out."
Chief Rizzio, in effect, is putting

his penis on the line: that is, of
course, after he seeks to humiliate
Panther males by stripping them
down in the streets for a search. The
white pig fears the militancy of the
black community and seeks to
castrate the black male: in the
process, he forgets the equally
incredible energizer of black
liberation: tbe black woman. She
will cut his ass.
So: to end the brutality of police,
the roots of it all must be pulled out;
listen to Rizzio: he professes to
compete, yet he has the legal
violence of the state. His
competition is also his maleness, his
male army, their collective virility: at
the roots of capitalist violence lies
competition and male supremacy.
The Vietnamese army wins not
only because of superior mobility,
correct theory, a sense of
peoplehood and liberation, but
because of the combined strength of
women and men fighting for
liberation. The oppressive state
violence of American imperialism
rests on its total suppression of
human feeling: that its violence is
not only making death (the
2,000,000 dead Vietnamese), but
too, the violence of its racist
psychology, of its laughter at
women's liberation, the violence of
its drowning of creativity, its
institutionalization of the cheap and
banal: Frederick Patton Thieme
(note: the president of the
University of Colorado) is more
violent than Mark Rudd.
All this . exists objectively:
America is alone in the world simply
because the American people have
become defined by corporate
domination, their spirit exists as a
gun at a peasant's head, their lives
mean supporting at least a score of
dictatorships all over the world.
That contradiction bursts: most
Americans can only sense what is
happening, apparently: there is no
place to reason why, to investigate,
to collect the experiences of
·oppression and re-channel .that
spirit-except in those people now
most in motion-youth, blacks,
chicanos, women, and, to an extent,
rankandfile working people,
As sure as the contradiction
between myth giving way to reality
readies Spiro Agnew to bring
"security" through force, similarly,
the chance exists now, more than

ASUNM, Administration Focus of SRA

Lobo
Letter

Policy
The Lobo welcomes letters to
the editor. All letters must be no
longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone must be included with
the letter, or it will not be
considered for publication.
Names will not be withheld upon
request. If a letter is from a
group, please include a name,
telephone number and address of
a group member. The letter will
carry that person's name, plus
the name of the group.
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allow.

* *
Discover America.
It's 3,000
·smiles wide.
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DISCOVER

(Editor's Note: During the
student unrest and subsequent
strike at UNM last spring, UNM
students in unusually large
numbers. and many for the first
time, became politically active in
campus issues. The Students for
Responsible Action (SRA) took
shape in that atmosphere of
campus ferment. Organized as an
antithesis to the radical activist
organizations, it has survived the
summer and is attempting to
influence polarized ASUNM and
UNM administrative policies.
By BARBARA MORGAN
Criticism of student
government and the UNM
administration are the main
objectives of Students for
Responsible Action, as presented
by SRA president Harold
Sylvester.
Beginning as an outgrowth of
the student anti-strike movement
of last spring, the SRA is an
attempt by a group of UNM
students to influence the ASUNM
political structure and the
University administration from a
''moderate activist standpoint "
said Sylvester.
'
He continued, "The purpose of
our group is to fill the vacuum left
by student government because
the 'normal' UNM student is not
being served by ASUNM."
Sylvester accused the
administration and ASUNM of
"lack of insight" and said
"student gowrnment hasn't made
any more effort to represent all
Uw students than Tlw Lobo has
tril'd to report an unbiased view
of what's going on at UNM."

.:.ylvester took a dim view of
ASUNM methods and policies
saying, "The Graduate Student
Association (GSA) isn't as bad as
ASUNM but GS1\ President Bill
Pickens goes fron, one political
position to another and ASUNM
President Eric Nehon represents
only the extreme liberal
establishment on campus."
Sylvester felt that bo 1 h GSA and
ASUNM were neg'<>cting the
desires of the 1110derate
"majority" of UNM stu:..l<:>nts.
SRA occupies office space in
Mesa Vista Hall. "We got two
offices last spring after the
campus strike when interest was
high, said Sylvester. "We oppose
ASUNM control over the
allocation of office space because
if ASUNM controlled things, SDS,
a radical leftist organization,
would probably get a room and
YAF, a radical right wing group,
would not."
Criticizes Faculty Activity
Attempts by the All·University
Governance Committee report to
encourage formation of a·
faculty-senate were "mystifying",
said Sylvester. He contended that
the UNM faculty had been trying
to isolate itself from University
problems. "For example dorm
hours" and "the faculty senate
idea was an about face " said
Sylvester. He added, "I w~nder if
a few extremely liberal professors
arl' trying lo push a little harder
or if the faculty concern is an
honest a ttl'mpt to become
involved in camp us affairs."

Last spring after the student
strike when a record attendance
faculty meeting decided to grant
students options of takintl regular
grades, credit-no·credit, or
dropping classes with no penalty,
Sylvester said "students 1·'!aci:ed
jusl the way I thought they
would; they copped out. The
faculty decision was <illsurd and
nalve."
Thl• UNM Regents statement of
poli<'y on student rights and
rt>sponsibility was "unnecessary,"
said Sylvester. "Avenues for
approaching the administration
are already established, although
they need a little straightening
out."
Sylvester said SRA plans to run
and back candidates in the
upcoming ASUNM senate
elections in an attempt to make
SRA a cohesive lobby. Also,
formation of a student complaint
. center, encouraging the creation
of a "moderate" campus
newspaper, and opposition to the
foreign language requirements at
UNM were named top priority
ideas to be pursued this fall by
SRA.
"Because many people on and
off campus are dissatisfied with
The Lobo," Sylvester said the
SRA was thinking of funding
another newspaper on campus to
give "moderate views" the
majority of UNM students adhere
to. SRA is also planning to
provide a student complaint.
center because, "ASUNM is not

functioning as a representative of
moderate students" said
Sylvester.
'
Backed by Alums, Businessmen,
SRA members do not pay dues
but the SRA budget extends
"above four figures", said
Sylvester. "The organization
receives all of its money from
private donations from UNM
alumni and Albuquerque
businessmen," he said. The SRA
leader would not reveal the exact
resources of the organization or
who was providing the money to
run the student group. He
explained "every organization
needs some secrets."
Sylvester attributed the
apparent apathy of
middle-of-the·road students to
"not having anywhere to turn."
He said SRA was in the process of
contacting "2500 students who
had indicated an interest in SRA's
political views last spring," He
aslo expressed doubts about the
safety of mass meetings and rallies
of SRA because, "we all expect
trouble from students with
politically polarized ideas left over
from spring."
SRA's leader also attacked the
necessity of a foreign language
requirement in most of UNM's
colleges saying, "Many students
are being forced into getting the
Bachelor of Universitv Studies
degree simply because. of their
inability to do well in foreign
Ianguag1• cours~.>s,"

NEW
MEXICO

~MERICA

ever before, for a New Left to create
the alternative: a socialism based on
the unique character and development
of America.
The- American mind is gathering
data, albeit funnelled through a
media most nearly totally controlled
by the interests and ideology of huge
corporations, the Empire, of
Rockefellers and DuPonts, of the
psychology which makes the rebel
against the il.eath culture the deviant.
The falsJ understanding of that
mformation means, in practice, the
creation of a uniquely
red-white-and-blue facism: now in
the distance, it nears, as Agnew calls
the son of Adlai Stevenson a
"radical" (in the Illinois Senate
campaign) as FBI agents check out
liberal faculty (at Colorado College,
privately), as dope-smokers get five
years in the can for offense number
one ,(several 16-year olds in Idaho).
The correct understanding of
those contradictions, the subsequent
transformation of the energy born
from tension and fear into practice
for a new society free from racism
and sexism, from the ethic of
bloodthirsty competition and the
reality of plastic, crumbling imperial
America is item one on the agenda.
Make no bones: the liberal
polishes AgnP.w's bullets: the
moderate, refusing to move in the
face of history, loads Agnew's gun.
Proposing an end to
maniac-radicals-terrorist does not
mean ret}jeat, rather: regather.
We bE!gin again: The Man, his
toupee artd tight ass ask no less. Our
futures, at the very least in total
doubt, eventually will demand much
more.

Former Minuteman Caged Six Weeks
Testimony at DePugh Trial Reveals Inhuman Treatment
By MICHAEL BLAKE

Fortner Minuteman Victor
Horsfall shattered the dullness of
Robert DePugh's trial yesterday
with grisly and damaging
testimony which kept jurors
obviously bored with earlie~
proceedings, on the edge of their
seats for tnore than an hour.
Horsfall's tale of terror and
imprisonment at the hands of
DePugh came lat!• in the day (he
was the last. witnPss to testifv
yesterday) but marked a clear
turning point in the controversial
trial which had been lackluster
until Horsfall dropped his
bombshell.
DePugh is on trial in Federal
District Court in Albuquerque for
allegedly violating the 1968 Gun
Control Act.
Remarkable Narrative
For a while it looked as though
Horsfall would not be able to
relate his experience to the jury
but after hearing prosecution
arguments in favor of disclosing
the testimony Judge I:I. Vearle
Payne overruled miled objections
f r o m D e P ugh a n d bade
continuance of Horsfall's
remm·kable narrative.
Payne had stopped the
unassuming former steelworker's
testimony shortly before he began
to relate events surrounding his
captivity for fear it would
"prejudice the jurors against Mr.
DePugh without being relevant to
the charges against him." But
after excusing the jury and
listening semi-privately to
Horsfall's chronicle Payne decided
the testimony was relevant, called
the jurors bade and let Horsfall
proceed. DePugh is not on trial
for any hardship he tnay have

worked on Horsfall but faces
instead nine counts of violating
the 1968 Gun Control Act,
In Albuquerque
After joining the Patriotic Party
(now led by DePugh's wife)
Horsfall said he became a
Minuteman "sometime in April,
1967. A short while later, he and
his wife decided to try to work
f u II t i m e f 0 r D e pugh's
para·military organization and
succt•cded in contacting DePugh
in May, 1968. DePugh then
ordered the Horsfalls to
Albuquerque where they met a
man named "Oscar" who later
proved to be DePugh's executive
assistant, Walter Peyson. Peyson
then helped the Horsfalls set up
housekeeping at 5612 Isleta SW,
according to Horsfall's testimony.
A few wt>eks later Horsfall said
h!• was sent to Hesperus, Colo.
where he met DePugh (then using
the alias of Howm·d Miller). The
following two weeks were spent in
"training sessions" which included
lectures on''improvised weapons"
in addition to survival and warfare
training. Horsfall admitted his
association with De Pugh catne at a
time when the Minutemen
hierarchy was "underground"
because of DePugh's fugitive
status.
Regimented Life
I-Ie also admitted he had
constructed "destructive devices
at the direction of Mr. DePugh"
after a move was made to a new
"headquarters in Pinos . Altos,
N.M. around Labor Day, 1968,"
During his testimony Horsfall
related tnany details of the
highly-regimented day-to·day life
of a Minuteman but apparently
H ot·sfall and his wife became
disenchanted with the rigorous
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lifestyle-a disenchantment which
led to six weeks of terror in
Williamsburg, N.M.
After discussing the possibility
of leaving the organization with
his wife Horsfall said they
"discussed I eaving with Mr.
DePugh.'l John DePugh (the
defendant's son), Robert Taylor
and Ned Warf were three who did
leave Pinos Altos but they never
stuck around to discuss departure
plans with DePugh.
"Mr. DePugh told us to move to
Williamsburg, N.M.," Horsfall
said, "so I tnovcd m,.. \";ift•, bah~
and some explosivl' devict•s. Some
of the devices WI'(' .ak('ll down by
Ray Barnes in his jeep."
Ankles Chailll'd
On May 26, 1968 Homfall said
he and Peyson (at DPPugh's
direction) went to the nna
National Forest, stayed overnight
and returned the next day.
"Walter Peyson and I walked into
the house (in Williamsburg) and
Walter said, 'What's new and
exciting around here' and DePugh
said, 'Ruth (Horsfall's wife) is
gone'." A moment later Walter
P e y son told Horsfall to "lay
down" 011 the kitchen floor.
"I looked at Peyson and he had
a silencer-equipped .22 pointed at
me. As I started to lay down
DePugh jumped up and kicked tne
four or five times, swore at me
and handcuffed my hands behind
my back," Horsfall said his ankles
were then chained together.
Later on Horsfall said he was
chained to a couch where he spent
the next 10 days, DePugh
allegedly told Horsfall that his
wife was "with another group"
and if "I tried to get away they'd
shoot my wife and baby." The
l't>ason given for his confinement

was "that if we left we would be
caught and we would tell
everything we knew."
Caged
Horsfall said he was moved
following his stint next to the
couch to a rear bedroom and an
apparatus which Peyson described
as "your new home," "I was put
in a box six feet long, four feet
high and two feet wide for about
a month,'' Horsfall continued.
''One time, for about five
minutes, I got out of tht> box
while Walter Peyson checked t()
liP') if I \\.-d~" tlyinr,; tn !Jn'l!L out~'"
The timid hig-h-voiced
ex-Minuteman said his
18-month-old daughter stayed
with him in the box everv dav
until about noon when sh-;. w;s
taken away f()r the remainder of
l'ach afternoon. At night Horsfall
said the C'hi!d w:w placPd in lwr
crib until the next morni11g.
Horsfall explained that he
suspected his wife was not being
held by "another group" but was
being held near the house and
that his daughter was spendi~g her
afternoons with her.
Escaped
Horsfall cited a weight loss of
about "30 pounds" during the
ordeal which lasted until July 13,
1969 when he heard a radio
broadcast . announcing the arrest
of DePugh and Peyson. Horsfall
said he broke out of the box
"around noon" the same day and
found his wife and daughter in an
identical box after "breaking into
the pumphouse out back."
FBI Testimony
DePugh remained calm and
cool during the course of
Horsfall's testimony but his jurors
were visibly moved.
Earlier testimony by

ex·Minutewoman Janet Taylor
Elder, an imposing 6'2"
19-year-old, implicated DePugh as
the mastermind of Minuteman
activities and instructor in the
construction of bombs, grenades
and other weapons. Elder also
admitted her knowledge of .
Dl'Pugh's fugitive status while
working with him and did not
deny possessing as many as seven
mortars at the time of thl~ movt>
to Williamsburg. Whl'n qtwslioned
about het• motives for tesLifvincr
during cross·E>xaminafion Eldc•;
t<,:d DPPugh immtmity "was not a
consid('l'<tt.ion."
More F'BI at:<'lll~ W('i'l' indudPrl
in yestt>rday morning's testimony
which consistl'd primarily of
weapon iden~ification by FBI
experts flown in from
Washington.
Heavy Security
Security at the trial is unusually
heavy. Both Horsfall and Elder are
in protective custody during the
trial which has necessitated the
arrival of top Minutemen from
around the country who will
testify in DePugh's defense.
Government prosecutors are
expected to wind up their case
against DePugh within the next 48
hours, At that time DePugh is
expeded to start his defense
which should take considerable
amount of time, and will be based
on what DePugh believes was a
joint effort by the FBI and
vindictive Minutemen to frame
him.
Court reconvened this morning
at 8:30a.m. with DePugh's
lengthy crosS·examination of the
government's star witness, Victor
Horsfall.
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Wilson

By SUE MAJOR
The anthropology department
The Native American Studies also offers courses pertainin!J to
Program-also known as India? the American Indian but Wilson
studies---was started at UNM this stressed that a basic difference
semester and is still planning and exists between anthropology
developing the courses and courses and Indian studies in that
evaluating some existing "anthropology looks at where
University courses in terms of we've been and we're concerned
program needs.
with where we're going."
Basically, the Native. American
Eventually courses in Indian
Studies Program will try to contribuLions in the fields of art
improve the survival potential of and music will be taught. But the
Indian students on campus program does not plan to ini~iate
through tutoring and help in courses only in the most obvtous
adjusting to campus life, as well as areas. Courses pertaining to life
through courses geared to Indian and problems on the reservations
concerns.
are also planned.
Lip Service
"We hope to use courses
"I feel the universities have available here and not duplicate
never been accountable to course offerings but some we'll
minority groups, especially have to teach ourselves,
" W'l
'
1 son
Indians," Dick Wilson, said.
coordhfator of the program said.
Eventually 'the Indian Studies
"To develop something called Program hopes to develop a
American Indian Studies, we must modern Indian language section
go deep into the University here.
structure and establish this
Create Opportunity
accountability. A lot of lip service
"This school is in a prime
has been paid minority studies but position to develop a program of
this assumes a temporary cultural this type. There are many
difference-that everyone surrounding dialects. There's no
eventually will be the same melt. better place to study the Indian
But Indians are different and oral history tradition, If we could
always will be. This difference has get started, there are a large
a right to exist and will exist in number of native languages which
spite of the structure," he said.
could be taught. We want to teach
"The Indian population is native speakers the basics of their
growing. 'l'hey expect a university own languages, so they can teach
to address itself to the training of in their own schools," said Wilson.
people for use in their own
"We want to enable someone to
community rather than just in the create his own opportunity in his
dominant community, And own community. Up until this
somewhere along the line time if someone wanted to stay
universities are going to have to on the reservation he had to
address themselves to this become a missionary or join the
training," Wilson added.
Bureau of Indian Affairs. We want
to reverse that."
Honest Picture
Wilson pointed out that none
Wilson, a Sioux Indian himself,
arrived here in August. He was of the minority studies programs
formerly the director of the here are departments so they
Indian Studies Program at the cannot offer course listings in the
University of Oregon. At present catalog as such but can only
he is developing a program for evaluate and initiate courses under
UNM and evaluating what is other departments.
One problem the program here
already here.
has
is funding. Funds to support
"We cannot plan 'an' Indian
cultural course. We have to speak the program, develop courses and
of comparative Indian courses. To hire instructors for them "have
present an honest picture of the not yet been identified," Wilson
Indian, you must stress the said.
diversity as well as similarities,"
"The success of the program
he said.
here largely depends on the
UNM presently offers some
interest shown it by Indians
courses which pertain to Indian
studies. One of these is the newly
initiated two-term Navajo
language course. The response to
this course has been
overwhelming, and Wilson hopes
it can be expanded to two more
terms and eventually count
toward fulfillment of tfie language
requirement.
LAS CRUCES (UPI)- Las
No Duplication
Cruces police said an unoccupied
The undergraduate seminar wing of the Dona Ana County
program offers a course in "The Men tal Health Center was
Indian and the Law." A section of extensively burned early today by
sociology's "Race and Cultural six Molotov cocktails thrown
Relations" course covers problems through a window in the hospital.
of the American Indian. One
Authorities at the scene
music course presents a section on estimated damage at around
American Indian music.
$5000. Police said the fire was

IState of the Campus I

The ASUNM Senate and GSA
Council will meet tonight in a
joint session to hear "state of the
campus" addresses by GSA
President Bill Pickens and
ASUNM President Eric Nelson.
Also scheduled to speak are
;:Director of Student Activities Carl
Jackson, Union Director Ronuld
Baum, a representative from the
I a w school's Clinical Law
Program, and Free University
Coordinator Gary Cook Mahan.
The "Statement of Policy"
adopted by the UNM Regents
Aug. 8 will be discussed.
• Two Senate bills will also be
introduced at the session. The

f'rrst would establish a referendum
concerning the November state
and national elections. The
referendum would offer students
three choices: close the university
for one week to allow students to
campaign (the week would have
to be made up before Christmas
vacation); ask professors to refrain
from exams the week prior to
elections to allow students to
campaign; or continue university
functions as usual.
The second referendum would
establish a complaint commission
to give students a channel for
grievances of students "against
any member agency or institution
of the university community."
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The Colorado Daily
labor camp in Delta run by the
an attempt to force them into a
After three months of research Holly Sugar Co. Claiming that the
compromising situation."
and field work, a spokesman for camp is "run like a prison,'' the
When that same official was
Salud Y Justicia, the Emergency report cites instances of camp
informed of a false wage report
Food and Medical Program, have managers beating workers, several
which Great Western had filed he
replied, "We are sick of you law
released a scathing indictment of of whom required hospital care.
official response to the condition When confronted with this
students snooping around in our
of the migrant farm worker in evidence by members of Salud y
business."
rural Colorado.
Justicia, a Holly Sugar official
Frequent instances of such
"The Federal government, the replied, "We don't have to run a
alleged underpayment led Salud y
state, producers and processors camp.'' Rather than improve Justicia to initiate wage claim
have for the most part ignored the conditions in the camps, many hearings before the Yuma County
plight of the farnuvorker, migrant officials simply have them razed,
Agricultural Stabilization and
and seasonal. .. " the report thus leaving the migrants homeless
Conservation Service. The boat·d,
concluded. It went on to state, "It and, in most cases, jobless.
as do all such agencies in the state,
is difficult to believe that in 1970
Relations between the migrant
consisted of three farmers. The
a form of slavery still exists, but workers and the growers were wage claims were denied. Similar
the migrant worker is treated characterized in the report by the
claims made to the Department of
worse than the slave of pre-Civil assertion that "the large farm
Labor were likewise not followed
War days.
owners want to increase their up, according to the report.
Operating under a grant from profits, and they do so at the
Based on many cases of this
the 0 ff ice of E con omtc expense of the migrant families'
nature, the report concludes that
Opportunity to the University, health.
"neither the State Department of
Salud y Justicia consisted of eight
"The migrant is at the mercy of Employment nor its Industrial
teams composed of a farmworker, those men who show no mercy.
Commission (Division of Wages
a chicano undergraduate, a law The migrant farmworker follows and Hours) does anything very
student and a medical stude;1t. the crop for six months out of the significant to the farmworkers."
Their stated objective was to year in order to survive the
Medical care is also a problem
provide funds for emergency food remaining six months. Workers are for the migrants. The report
and health services, and make treated as objects, and in some claims that in Burlington a woman
recommendations for the future cases machinery which is given the was told she had to pay $13
expansion of services.
best oil and stored in adequate before she could be released, and
According to the report, the shelter and given periods of rest is that in Conejos County a newborn
migrant is "recruited in Texas and treated more humanely than the baby was held until her parents
told of ample work and adequate farm worker."
obtained enough money to pay
housing in Colorado. Housing
Calling for an investigation of the hospital bill.
conditions are deplorable but the Great Western, Holly and
"Mrs. V, a pregnant migrant,
state health department has been A mer i can Cry s t a I S u gar went to the Greeley clinic for a
largely ineffective in solving the companies' field personnel, the checkup. The doctor there
problem. Most migrant housing report cites the followifl'~'discovered she was bleeding and
has at least three major violations conditions:
told her to go to the emergency
o f he a I t h d e p art m e n t
-Workers who file wage claims, room ... at the emergency room
regulations," One of the reasons attempt to contact law students Mrs. V was informed that her case
cited for the department's alleged or who otherwise "cause trouble" was not serious enough to warrant
negligence was the "lack of are promptly fired and admission after it was discovered
cooperation on the part of the blacklisted.
she had no money. Later that
local district attorneys who refuse
-Back pay is often withheld, as evening her condition deteriorated
to prosecute non-complying is agreed-upon travel money.
and she was readmitted to the
proprietors" and the fact that
-Workers must work in the hospital where she suffered a
local health department personnel fields wl1ile the farmer sprays his miscarriage, When discharged, her
are "neighbors and friends of the crop with pesticides.
husband was required to pay for
farmers."
-Field managers regularly the hospital services."
The report went on to list harass and beat the workers.
Under Colorado revised statutes
examples of what it termed
The large sugar corporations 36-10-10 and the Hill-Burton Act,
"grossly inadequate" housing effectively run the farm through
conditions for migrant farmers. In seed, harvest and pay dictates to
Burlington, 33 people were found the farmer. The latter can only
living in a converted chicken coop sell his crop to the company with
which had no light bulbs, screen whom he contracts.
doors, washing facilities or toilet,
Apparently members of Salud y
but abounded with flies and black Justicia found the corporate
The Leather 5/zop
widow spiders. Six families ( 30 officials to be somewhat less than
Pants-Jackets-Shirts
people) were discovered living in a cooperative. In describing his
converted boxcar near Space City, dealings with an executive of
Dresses-Skirts-Belts
At times as many as 100 people Great Western Sugar Co., one law
Purses-Jewelry
were found io be using a single student states, "I found him to be
outdoor latrine. Conditions such deplorable in every sense of the
Head Gear and so on.
as these, the report says, often word_ In dealing with the migrant
Everything Custom Made
caused severe illness and families he used every ... trick in
2000('£>nfral S.E
hospitalization.
the book. He would threaten,
Special attention was given to a beguile ... and laugh at a family in
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provisions are made for the free
They have no ambitions and are
medical care of non-resident lazy."
indigents. According to the
When law students approached
report, "Neither the state nor the a Weld County Welfare Dept.
federal government has seen fit to official with the proposal, the
enforce the law."
report states, "We were told that
Salud y Justicia attempted to since the board did not want the
set up a food stamp center in food stamp office, it was our duty
Windsor at no cost to the county, to find a reason to support that
Most food stamp centers are open decision."
at night and are located a great
The report also includes a
distance from where the migrants denunciation of the Immigration
live. The Weld County Service for its alleged mishandling
commissioners denied the request of the problem of Mexican
to establish the center, and the nationals brought in illegally by
chairman of that board is quoted the farmers as cheap .labor, (thus
in the report as saying, "There placing the migrants in a rather
will be no food stamp program in precarious bargaining position.)
Windsor. If the people are too
"The immigration service has
lazy to come to Greeley they will one team for the entire state of
have to do without the stamps. Colorado.

Speeial AHIIOIIHeemcJtt
A few Student subscriptions
To The THEATER SERIES are
Available at $13, $12, $10, $8
The series includes Four Broadway Musicals, Four
Comedies, and A Bonus performance-Jose Molinas
Ballet Espagnol.

Things Open

Friday, September 25th is
The Deadline-Hurry!
George M Tickets go on
Sale Monday Noon

getting your head together?
we may have some missing pieces.
. . . . like

military involvement on unm
campus

the uses of force

appreciation of music through
the ages

kundalini yogi
you-niverse

0

Student Accounts Invited

reported by an anonymous
telephone call and put out before
it spread.
Police said they uncovered 20
Molotov cocktails burning in a
local park just· shortly before the
fire was reported at the health
center,
Assistant Police Chief Antonio
Gomez said he believed the
incident was a rehearsal for things
to come this fall at New Mexico
State University."
Gomez said his department was
aware of "general unrest" at
NMSU and indicated he thought
students were testing new NMSU
president Jerald Thomas.
Fire authorities said the fire at
the health center burned one
office and damaged three others.
They said some damage was also
done to telephone and electrical
wiring inside the building.

Salud y Justicia Gives Scathing Report on Migratory Conditions

New Mexico Lobo

FIRST QUALITY
ALL WAYS

JIEWILER.I

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.

Deadly Shock
"It's a different trip from high
school and it takes some students
longer to adjust than others. A lot
of minority students, especially
Indians, experience a cuUural
shock. They see a lot of
non-Indian faces doing a lot of
social activities they are not used
to or can't afford. The shock can
be deadly .
"Basically the cultural shock
can be taken care of by Kiva Club
members who arc already adjusted
to campus life, The students here
are important to the success of
the incoming student." said
Wilson.
A tutor can go a long way in
helping a student overcome the
academic shock and some of the
way toward helping overcome the
cultural shock. This kind of moral
support is what these kinds of
programs are all about," he said.

Six Molotov Cocktails

HAS IT ..• THE

First, it p. Joys stereo cassette topes.
Second, it tunes AM and stereo-FM
broadcasts. Third, it looks as good
as it sounds! Walnut cabinetry,
brushed chrome trim, plenty of
knobs, separate speakers, and solid
state circuits (no tubes to burn out).

throughout the state. If they can
exert enough political pressure,
funds will be forthcoming," he
added.
He intends to sound out the
Indian community at large to see
what kind of course offerings they
would like initiated. He also wants
response from non-Indians.
Cultural Shock
"Non-Indians are beginning to
take stock of the Indian view of
the world, especially in the area of .
ecology. The Indian lives with the
world, not in spite of it.
Non-Indians are finding out that
learning is a two-way process and
not one-way as has been in the
past. So we want to structure
some courses for non-Indians."
A tutorial program is provided
for Indian students under the
direction of an Indian graduate
student in education. It is funded
through a one-year grant from the
Ford Foundation and tutors are
Kiva Club members.
"It demonstrates the concern
of one Indian student for
another," Wilson said of the
tutorial program. "It provides the
support services-counseling,
orientation and tutoring."
Many minority students
experience "academic and cultural
shock "upon first arriving at
college, he said.

human communication and student
unrest
jesus of nazareth
carrot juice and the revolution

orthodox religion as a dying
institution in modern society
socialism and socio-economic reform in latin america
ching and life
christ and war

contemporary social movements

cosmic awareness and creativity
philosophical gleanings
domestic points of rebellion
violence vs. nonviolence
figurative painting/ drawing
us and latin america
racism and you
. • . . and more and more and more

ISTAD:
sign up. wed. thurs.& fri. the free univ.
parapsychology, esp and
the occult

astrology
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:1 Experts Say No Proorlt's Harmful
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Savarese Speech
Pressure from Albuquerque
When asked if many people
citizens, who objected to the misused the privilege of foog
distribution of food stamps to stamps, Savarese said, "I don't
students, prevented Tony think so," and added they had
Savarese, of Health and Social many effective ways of checking
Services (HSS), from speaking at on clients. He later said, "Food
UNM.
stamps are under the USDA, and
After a flyer announcing the they would spend $10,000 to get
speech got into the hands of you for trying to steal a buck
seve1·al community people and a from them."
Santa Fe FM radio station,
The food stamp program is
Savarese received over 200 calls funded federally under the U.S.
from irate citizens and Santa Fe Department of Agriculture and so
politicos who didn't want the recent cut of funds for HSS,
"radical-hippies and students" to which handles food stamps, by
·know about the program. the State Legislaturt> had no effect
Savarese, who had been invited by on the funds for stamps. The
ASUNM, was instructed by HSS maximum level of income that
to cancel the speech.
can be made and still qualify for
Savarese said he was not stamps has even been raised
allowed to speak because the flyer slightly.
could be interpreted to mean that
Single students are now
anyone could get stamps, whether
required
to have a referral from
they needed them or not.
Student
Aids
before HSS will start
Savarese and Bill Watts, also of
processing
their request for
HSS, said "The program tr~ed very
stamps.
Also,
along
with proof of
hard to help anyone who smcerely
income
and
bills,
the student's
needed help, and didn't think
parents
must
sign
a
form stating
students were being discriminated
they
are
not
claiming
the student
against." Watts and Savarese both
as
a
deduction.
If
they
claim 50
stressed that every precaution was
percent
or
more
support
of the
taken 'to keep the program for the
truly needy, not those who would student, then food stamps become
an asset for them, and the student
take advantage of the program.
is ineligible for the program.
General requirements for
CAMPUS LAUNDRY .receiving stamps are: proof of
need and an income that does not
and CLEANING
exeed
$116 for one person per
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
month,
$166 for two, and $182
and Laundry
for three-after "hardship
deduction" such as medical
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836
expenses, books, fees, and tuition
._...
ar\! taken out .

l(opy korner

By United Press International

Possible Showdown in Jordan

=<:'.... -:-'·",;
Lol10 l 1 hoto by Tony IJouderbough

'TV-5 Not Taping Psych 101
Tony Tiano of KNME has informed The
Lobo that KNME is in no way associated
with the video-taping of this semester's
Psychology 101 classes.
There are 1800 students enrolled in the
class. It is taught in three sections with the
last two sections viewing a televised
recording of the lecture given to the morning
section.
The above photq is of one of the
Phychology 101 sections.
Tiano explained, "KNME was approached
by the psychology department to work on
the project, but we refused to supply
equipment because we felt the method of

G

Judge Rules Against Minnesota Regents

Little,
Brown

New Mexico Book Company
89 Wiorock Center

l$.-·

?.98-1828

MINNEAPOLIS - (CPS)Declaring that "a homosexual is,
after all, a human being," a
federal judge here has ruled that
thP University of Minnesota Board
of Regents acted illegally when it
refused to hire a job applicant
bPcausP he is a homosexual.
James McConnell was offered
the job as head cataloger at the
university's St. Paul campus
library last summer. Soon after,
McConnell and another man
applied for a license to marry. The
license was refused. The head of
the 11-man Board of Regents,
John Yngve, testified in U.S.
District Court that they refused to
hire McConnell because he intends
to commit sodomy.
"I spent considerable time in
the Army," Yngve said. "The
word 'homosexual' has certain
connotations. I don't think that
there's any question that two men
living together involve acts of
sodomy. That is a crime in the
state of Minnesota."
But Judge Philip Neville ruled
that other court decisions have
drawn a distinction between "a
sexual propensity for persons of
one's own sex, and the
commission of homosexual
criminal acts."
Neville ruled that "to refuse an
applicant for public employment,
there must be shown a reasonable
relationship between efficiency in
the job and homosexuality,"
At the heart of the controversy

GAIN YARDAGE ON YOUR GRAOEPOINT
By Calling Ann or Pam

265-6761

Read Faster-Take Better Notes-Comprehend More
CLASSES
START

INDIVIDUAL MATH TUTORING
Saturday,Sept.26~9 a.m.

Algebra, Geometry, Calculus
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has been the regents' ft>ar that, as
Yngw put it, "th<> majorit.y of
p eopl<> think that this (hiring
McConnell) would bt.• a tt•rriblt•
thing." St•v<>ral n•g('nts hav<>
admitt('(l privat('ly that w<>re tlwy
to hin• McConnell without putting
up a fight, the state legislaturt•,
which <:onvt•nes in January, might
be more hosLilt.• than tlt('y usually
are to the university's bud1Wt
request.
"Homosexuality is a hot
subject right now," Regent Daniel
Gainey said in an earlier in tervit>W.
Claiming that the refusal to hire
McConnell was "a public relations
matter" Yngve added, "There are

a I o t of reI igious people in
Mimwsotn, and a lot of people
think llHtl hnmo~t·xtmlity is just
about the worst thing tht>re is.
Why didn't Ill' just talw his job, do
his work and shut up'?" Gailw~·
asked a rt•portl•r.
'I'hP rt>tWnts have decided to
appPal thl• decision. Univer~ity
Prt•sident Malcolm Moos has hl't'n
either sill•nt or equivoeal on tlw
issut•, Asked by a reporter to
comment upon' the dt>cision lo
appeai, Moos said, "Any
prolonged litigation entails
difficult problems for the
university, especially if it stretches
over a long period of time."

Discrimination Alleged

Suit Filed Against Fair
A suit was filed yesterday in
Bernalillo County District Court
by four chicano residents of
Albuquerque against the New
Mexico State Fair Commission, its
director and agent. The suit
charges the board and its officials
with discrimination against
Mexican-Americans.
The four, Gloria Mena, Rosella
Serna, Rital Alderete and Rumie
McBride, contend the Commission
refused to grant them a license to
operate food concessions at the
New Mexico State Fair. The
plaintiffs had, in the past, been
granted permits.
Defendants in the suit are
Daniel Burguete, G.T. (Dick)
Hennessee, James Barber, Fern
Sawyer, T.D. Neal, T.D. Torres,
Leo Smith (all members of the

Commission), Finlay McGillivray
(director) and Art Frazier (agent
for the Commission).
In their pleading, the plaintiffs
allege the State Fair Commission,
through their authorized agents,
are "presently engaging in, and
have in the past engaged in, the
practice of invidiously
discriminating" against the
plaintiffs and their class. The four
contend the Commission denied
them the right to operate
concessions at the 1970 State
Fair, "solely and expressly
because they are Mexican·
Americans, stating through their
authorized agents 'We don't want
any more Mexicans. They are too
much of a headache.' "
The Legal Aid Society (LAS) is
representing· the plaintiffs, with
Mike Browde as chief counsel.

OPEN RUSH

EVANS LEARNING CENTER

Faculty Lounge Room 129

Thursday, September 24, l970
2.65-6761'

Modified Desegregation Plan
BILOXI, Miss.~Dt.>ep South governors succ<'edt.>d Tut.>sday in
committee approval of a modifil'd r!'solution on school
desegregation, st•tting up a final vott.> on thl' touchy issue.
The Resolutions Committee, headed by Gov. Warren E. Hearnes
of Missouri, gavt> unanimous approval to tht.> proposal submitted by
Mississippi's John Bl•ll Williams following a healt•d wrangle owr
parliam<'ntary procedur<•s.
Originally, th<• n•solution would havt> placed ti.te Sout~ern
Gowrnors Confen•nce on record against busing of puplls to achwve
balanct> in schools. But sourct•s said the proposal was anwndcd in
committe£> lo ask Congrt'SS to set a national policy on school
int l'gration.
"I think it's t>Ven strongl'r than my original rt>solution," said
Williams.
The rt>solution to b1• presented for final action in the closing
st>ssion of the co~fen•nct> late Tuesday, would require a two-thirds
majority of those present for approval. Backers appeared optimistic
about its chances.
gl~tting

Nixon to Ask for Bombing Law
WASHINGTON-President Nixon will ask Congress fo~ Iegislatio;t
to permit the FBI to investigate campus arson and bombmgs even 1f
local authorities object, it was announced Tuesday.
House Minority Leader Gerald Ford, R-Mich., ~aid the plan w~s
conceived by Nixon and Attorney General John Mitchell and that 1t
would be included as an amendment to the Senate-passed anti~rJme
committee now being considered by the House Judiciary
Committee.
.
.
The proposal, Ford said, would permit federal ~nterv~nt1on on any
campus which receives any form of federal subsidy-virtua~y every
college campus in the country-following any ljrson or bombmg.

BY

New Mexico Union

A report was issued recently by
three people representing the
National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of
Violence, advocating the
legalization of marijuana and
improved ghetto conditions.
The three, Donald J. Mulvihill,
a Washington attorney, Melvin M.
Tumin, a sociology professor at
Princeton University and Lynn A.
Curts, a doctoral candidate in
urban sociology at the University
of Pennsylvania, released the
report Sept. 7.
They called for legalization of
marijuana to persons over 18
years of age, saying that "there is
not reliable scientific evidence of

harmful effects, nor is there
evidence of marijuana's being a
stepping stone to hard narcotics,"
The panel further stated that in
light of the evidence that alcohol
accounts for far more destruction
than any known psychoadive
substance, and in light of the
harsh penalties administered to
consumers of marijuana, the
youth of America have been
caused to lose respect for the laws
of the United States.
The three also contended the
violent crime rate by urban blacks
is substantially high~r than whites
had suggested and improvement
of the ghetto condition in urban
and other areas would be a means

Cargo OKu s Credit
For Town Work

to solve the problem. "If present
trends are not positively
redirected by creative new action,
we can expect further social
fragmentation of the urban
environment, greater segregation
of racial groups and economic
classes and elimination of
presumptive definitions of
criminality on the poor and on
racial minorities."
As prophets, the panel did not
appear the most optimistic: "It is
logical to e1cpPct the
establishment of a defensive
city . . . consisting of an
economically declining central
business district in the inner city,
prott>cled by people shopping or
working in buildings during
daytime hours and 'sealed off' by
police during night time hours."
H. easons for tht>ir pessimism
seemed to be social conditions,
unemployment and inadequate
school systems,

SANTA FE-Gov. David F. Cargo said Tuesday he
supports a proposed program to allow New Mexico college
seniors the opportunity to earn three credit hours by
working with a program within their community.
The proposed program, approved by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), has
been outlined and submitted by the United Student
Coalition for Peace headed by Carl Lopopolo. The
coalition is based at UNM.
Cargo pointed out the project has been endorsed by
HEW and said he believes the program is very valid,
"I think this will give students, going into the working
society for the first time, some insight into both the
problems of our society and the problems of our
government in attempting to deal with social problems,"
Cargo said.
The program would allow each student enrolled in a
New Mexico college or university the option of spending
three accredited hours during his senior year working in a
community program such as community action, welfare,
social services, counseling and other areas. The student
could also serve as a teacher's aid or as a tutor in a public
place.
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YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER
2312 Central SE • Opposite Popejoy Hall

.1. LT. R

JiR

Popejoy

HaH

AND THE CuLTURAL PROGRAM CoMMITTEE
PRESENT

THE CLASSICS THEATER
PRODUCTION OF

THE MERCHANT
of
VENICE
September 24, 2S, 26-8: IS P.M.
Special Matinee September 25-3: IS P.M.
Tickets $3.00, $2.SO, $2.00
Students with Activity Cards

$1.00

c-

1J2PRICE

t-

Special Faculty/Staff Rate

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
National Service Fraternity

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
207 Dartmouth Dr. N.E.

presentation was a very poor use of
educational television."
Tiano continued, "Two years ago KNME
did several pilot tapes for the psychology
department, filmed in the studio using
proper production methods for educational
TV. The cost was prohibitive, however, and
the project was stopped. This semester's
project is being handled by Instructional
Media Services."
Robert Kline, Director of Instructional
Media Services, told The Lobo that
equipment and cameras are providt.'d by his
department, but the psychology department
has all responsibility for direction and
programming.

Thousands of Jordanian troops poured into northwest Jordan
Tuesday for what could be a showdown battle with
Syrian-supported Palestinian guerrillas, Israeli military sources said.
The same sources raised the first hints of Israeli military intervention
in the increasingly bloody war.
Yasser Arafat leader of AI Fatah guerrillas fighting in Jordan, said
20 000 Palestini~ns had been killed or wounded in the six-day civil
wa~ and charged that the landing of U.S. troops in Jordan could be
only hours away.
·
As thousands of American troops remain on alert for a possible
move into Jordan to save stranded Americans, the Israel sources said
Israeli units may move into Jordan if King Hussein is overthrown to
take over strategic mountain positions overlooking Israeli frontier
settlements.
The Israeli sources said the thrust would probably be aimed at the
Gilead mountain range. This would give the Israelis a shot at Arab
guerrillas who have harassed and shelled Israeli villages along the
border since the June, 1967, war.
Part of the crisis moved Tuesday in to the diplomatic arena as the
White House announced that King Hussein had asked the United
States, the Soviet Union, Britain and France to put pressure on Syria
to get its tanks out of northern Jordan.
Later the White House confirmed that King Hussein had sent
messages to U.S., British, French and Soviet memben; of the U.N.
Security Council "regarding what assistance could be provided
diplomatically."
.
.
Press Secretary Ronald Z1egler refused to say whether Hussem had
sounded out the United States about intervening militarily to save
his regime. McCloskey said Hussein's appeal to the Big Four was
"not in terms of a request for military intervention" and neither he
nor Ziegler would divulge the contents of direct communications
between Washington and Amman.
McCloskey made clear that, for the moment, the United States
was attaching the most weight to Rogers' message to Mosc~w
Sunday for help in imprt>ssig Syria with the danger posed by 1ts
armored move into Jordan.
"The most significant diplomatic effort is the approach to the
Soviet Union," McCloskey said.

University Must Hire Homosexual

High Spood XEROX COP! ES-Se-No Limit
special roles for dissertations-required paper supplied free
0
other lcx:ations in Win rock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

.51MMS BUll IN

·

lj2PRICE

From anywhere in Albuquerque
into the Fair and back, the
RoundTrip for just $1.00
No Parking! No Waiting!
Go Albuquerque Transit

Box Office Open Noon-S :36 P.M.

Tel. 277-3121
·r
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Six Cheerleaders Needed
Anyone interested in becoming
a member of the 197 0-71
cheerleading squad should attend
a meeting in Johnson Gymnasium
tonight at 6 p.m.
· .
Three members of each sex will
be selected to join the two
existing cheerleaders, Kileen
Vandam and Ron Givens. At
present, Miss Vandam and Givens
are the only two cheerleaders that
have been selected by the Lobo
Boosters Club and the athletic
department. Both were members
of last year's squad and each
gained recognition· as talented
performers. Kileen was named as
one of the nation's All-American
cheerleaders while Ron was a
member of the National
Cheerleade1·s Assn.
The ASUNM Senate cut the
cheerleader's allocation
completely from the budget last
year and so this year's squad will
be funded by the Boosters and tf!e
athletic department. Givens met
three weeks ago with President
Ferrel Heady ,and Director of
Athletics Pete McDavid in an
effort to preserve the
cheerleaders. His efforts were
successful, and the squad will
receive help for at least two years,
if necessary, from the two sources.
Givens was then put in charge
of the organization. Givens told
The Lobo that the tryouts, which
will be conducted next week, will
stress mainly gymnastic ability.

Ben's Barbershop
&
Hairstyling

6y ROGER

Lobo photo by t<o•sru1e

Cheerleaders Kiieen Vandam
and Ron Givens, members of last
year's squad and the two that are
trying to keep the cheerleader
tradition alive at UNM. They will
organize the tryouts for this year's
squad, beginning with a meeting
tonight at 6 p.m. at Johnson
Gymnasium.

Cheerleaders

Coloring
Straightening
Men's Full Wigs
For Appointment Call

2914 Central S.E.

Repair & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialis1s
255-4371

333 Wyoming Blvd. :'11E
Free Estimates

265·5901

r
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Intravenous solutions, the large in the administration of
bottles of liquid often seen hung intravenous solutions and ways to
up next to thebedsideofhospital plan and implement new
patients, will be the primary topic programs.
of a seminar conducted Oct. 3 by
Workshop groups with
the UNM College of Pharmacy.
laboratory stations equipped for
Seminar sessions will be from 9 participation of pharmacists may
a.m. until 5 p.m. The sessions will send registration forms to John
include talks on fluids and Levchuk, College of Pharmacy,
electrolytes, nurses responsibility UNM.

o/ fJod 'Jood

400 WASHINGTON, Sf - ALBUQUERQUE

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined That.
Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health.

By Act of Congress, the
above warning must be placed on all
cigarettes manufactured for sale
in the United States on or after
November I, 1970.

This space contributed as a public service.

Phone 266-0690
Boyd Burger .. · ...• · • ..• · . • · .55
Boyd Cheese Special . · .... · . • · .65
Hamburger .... · ..... · .. .. . .25
Cheeseburger . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .30
Fish Sandwich .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .45
Chick!:n Fried Steak ..... · · · . · .69
Onion Rings ................ .39
Shrimp Dinner ....•.....•... 1.45
Corn on the Cob .. · . • · · . · · . . .35
French Fries ........• • · . · • ...20
Turnovers ...•.. • .. · . . . • . . . .24
Bar·B·O Beef Sandwich • • · ...• • .60
Italian Sausage Sandwich .. · .•..60
Rolled Tacos, each • . . • • . . . . . . .15
Folded Tacos, each .......•.....30
Special Chicken Bucket !21 Pes.) 4.98
15 Pes. Chicken with 6 Hot Rolls 3.89
9 Pes. Chicken, Fries, Hot Rolls 3.19
3 Pes. Chicken, Fries, Hot Roll 1.15
2 Pes. Chicken, Hot Roll . · • · . • . .59
Potato Salad or Cole Slaw ..•...•20
!! Pint .30 - Pint .551
Chocolate or Vanilla Shakes .25 & .35
All Soft Drinks •.....••.10 & .20
Iced Tea or Milk • ............15
Coffee .......... •. Still Only .10
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Express Service to Run from 8-9:30

The basic postulate of recruiting ~n the college .level is
indeed a simple one: a coach must do h1s level best to 1~press
a recruitee whether it be by a quick look at the tnps the
team will t~ke in the years to come, or pointing out that the
curriculum is one of the best anywhere, the coach must do
his level best to make that all-important first impression.
The purpose of this and my next column is to point out
why coaches recruit in the first place, why they must make
that all-important first impression and finally, how UNM has
done in the past couple of years in their recrui~ing.
Part of a coach's job is to win games. That IS probably the
focal point of any athletic event. But still, the coach is also
given a lot of the responsibility for filling those grandstands.
The job is not an easy one. To fill a grandstand, the coach has
to hold press conferences, he has· to hold interviews with
press men and players, he sometimes has to appear on
television and radio-all to get the interest of the citizenry.
The reason he has to fill grandstands is to bring in revenue,
not only for the athletic department, but for the university
he represents. And, according to Assistant Athletic Director
John Dolzadelli, the funds first go to the University itself,
and then are budgeted into the athletic department. "Some
universities have made athletic associations of their athletic
departments and the funds go directly to them. Here, we are
budgeted-w~ have a budget of expenses and anticipated
income " he said. Dolzadelli went on to say that the
Universfty, as all universities in the state, are subsidized to a
certain extent by the state.
"New Mexico State at one time was getting more than we
were, but it's even now. Recruiting is a very important phase
of athletics. Especially here, if you're going to compete with
these WAC schools, you've got to go out and get them," said
Dolzadelli.
So, it is pretty obvious that income is a very important
phase of recruiting, and moreover of the school itself.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
places several ground rules on recruiting, such as how many
times a recruitee may be shown the campus, how long he
may stay and so forth. If these rules are not adhered to, the
NCAA may, and sometimes does, suspend or place the school
in violation on probation. It is therefore important that some
basic rules are followed in recruiting.
Competition between colleges to obtain some players is
extremely crucial in some cases and at times the man in
charge of recruiting may feel as though he's in the wrong
type of business. But the recruiter stays with it. He is under
pressure from the school he represents, the team and the
coaches; he is under pressure from the recruitee-he has to
makes that all-important first impression, and he usually stays
with it.
The recruiter knows that he is going to have to be perfect
to get every player he interviews, and in recruiting, almost
nobody is perfect.
Pharmacy Seminar

Boyds' Barn

Public Health Service

RUYO~O

Recruiting

Ron, Tom, Ben At Your Service

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF Hf::MLTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Cent Bus Fare Approved

.

255-4371
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lOc Beer
Every Nite
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DANCING NIGHTLY
At the Southwest
No.# 1 Rock 8c Soul
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Campus Briefs
Receives Grant

Larry P. McMurray, UNM grad
student, has received a. Civil
Defense grant of $5000. He is
working toward a masters in
architecture and will b.e able to
research fallout shelter
construction.

Physics Grant
Howard C. Bryant, associate
profc>ssor in the department of
physics and astronomy, has been
awarded a $19,800 research grant
from the National Science
Foundation. It will be used to
study optical surface waves on
water.

Colloquium
''A Generalized Weyl
Equidistribution Theorem for
Operators" is a colloquium to be
lead by J.R. Blum, UNM professor
of mathematics and statistics. It
will be Thursday, at 3:30p.m.

Concert Honors Robb
The New Mexico Federation of
Music Clubs will honor John D.
Robb, dean emeritus of the
College of Fine Arts, with a
concert 'fuesday, Oct. 13 at 8:15
p.m. in the concert hall of
Popejoy.

Luthern Campus Council
Ronald Carter, Bruce Kreck
and Robert Matthews were
i nslalled Sunday as coordinators

Motion Seeks to Insure
Under 21 Registration

I

Loving...

"Loving and Other Forms of
Human Relating" will be the
subject of a talk given by
University Architect Robert
Schmidt at the Philosophy Club
meeting Wednesday, Sept. 23, in
Hodgin Hall room 305. The
general public is invited to attend
the 4 p.m. talk.

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

Welcome Lobos
For All Your Cor
Care Needs
Visit

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

ROGER'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE

518 Central S.W.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RA'l'ES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. 1r nd is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
nln fiwc or more consecutive dnYB with
no chnnR"«!'9 the rate is rcduecd to 5e
CJMBiticd Advertising
ver \VOrd and the minimum number of
UNM P.O~ Dox 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
'l'ERMS: PaYment mtl.'lt be rnnd~ in full prior to Insertion or ndvertlsement.

"Scooter"
Bill Meek, Utah coach, was
asked about the reputation of
Gordon "Scooter" Longmire, his
much heralded quarterback who
transferred from Michigan State
and sat out last year. "You have
to remembPr that Longmire only
played 10 minutes as a sophomore
witl1 Michigan State. He didn't
play at all as a freshman." The
inexperience hardly bothered
Longmire in his debut. He threw
three touchdowns and ran for
another.

By ED SCOBLE
operation is a trial and adjustment change system will offer a
With the details completed, period. Joseph McKinney, of solution," said Bob L~mberi of
UNM's new shuttle bus system is UNM's architecture department the Albuquerque Transrt System.
scheduled to begin service promises, "vending machines may
The Transit System will decide
Monday morning, Sept, 28.
be installed and shelters built for in the next few weeks whether
The system will increase UNM's students to wait in." McKinney transfer slips are to be accepted
parking facilities by 400 spaces also explained physical plant on the new lines.
and reduce the now overwhelming personnel were preparing to
parking tangle. Buses will leave mark bus stops with signs and
Just how much of UNM's
from additional parking areas, paint curb sections.
parking hassle the new system will
located on the north campus, and
The new parking areas will be solve is not known. "Approaching
carry students within comfortable open to everyone with or without a solution to our parking problem
walking distance of classes. A a UNM parking permit. Campus is difficult," said McKinney,
nominal five-cent fare will be police classify the area as "open,''
The shuttle service proposal,
charged each way.
meaning the lots have no developed by Tom Hogg of the
Two routes, the campus express restrictions on visitors, students or Campus Planning Committee and
and campus loop, will be in faculty.
McKinney was part of ASUNM
1 service. Express service begins at 8
After the first few weeks of President Eric Nelson's program
a.m. and continues until 9:30a.m. operation the city transit system, aimed at making UNM serve its
During this time the express route owners of the shuttle buses, plan students.
will be served by two buses, each to adopt the "exact change
However, Nelson said, "The
Pictured above are workmen
arriving
at
three
and
system"
in
accordance
with
administration
was extremely
completing the final stages of
one·half·minute intervals on the company policy. "The transit receptive to the proposal and
interior construction on the Fine
north campus. At 9:30 a.m. system has already sustained three perhaps had the same idea in
Arts Center addition. All service on the express route ends bus robberies and hopes the exact mind."
construction is expected to be for the day. One bus returns to
completed and the building the garage while the other
provides additional service on the
opened in mid·~ovember.
campus loop route. Students may
use loop service to return to the
north campus parking areas during
the day.
Campus loop service begins at 8
a.m. from the north campus
A motion filed in Federal District Court hopes to insure
parking lots. From 8 a.m. to 9:30
at the Lutheran Campus Council
18,
19, and 20-year-olds the right to register as New
a.m.
buses
arrive
at
20·minute
installed by Pastor Richard Elliot.
Mexico
voters.
intervals.
At
9:30
a.m.
buses
begin
Richard Schwoebel, president,
to
arrive
every
10
minutes
and
read the order. They will assist in
The motion, filed by Attorney Lorenzo E. Tapia, names
continue thrughout the day.
visiting students and carrying on
as
plaintiffs: Dr. John Salazar, the Independent New
Financially, the system cannot
the social programs at Luther
Mexican
Party's gubernatorial candidate, Emily Carol
operate on the five-cent fare.
House.
Salazar, Marsha Jeanne Clemant, James Thomas Estap Jr.,
Somewhere along the line
Biology Grants
$11,500 must be pumped into the
John Clement and Ronald Tafoya.
UNM biologists David E. Kidd
operation. "The money may be
The plaintiffs seek a court order authorizing provisional
and Gordon V. Johnson have
raised from special grants available
of 18, 19, and 20-year-olds. They are also
registration
received additional funds from the
to ASUNM," said Eric Nelson
Water Resources Research
asking
registration
to be permitted at least 15 days before
ASUNM president.
Institute, for their in·depth study
The administration's
the Nov. 3 general elections. The plaintiffs maintain that
of primary productivity of the
representative working on the
such
provisional registration is necessary because if the
Elephant Butte Reservoir.
development of the shuttle,
Voting Rights Act of 1970 is found constitutional,
Kidd and Johnson have
Sherman Smith, vice president for
researched for the past year and
provisional registration would have to have taken place
administration, feels that funds
the additional funding will carry
prior to Nov. 3. If registration has not taken place, 18, 19,
may come from the University. "I
them through June, 1971.
would rather have it (the shuttle)
and
20-year-olds will lose their voting opportunity.
'!'hey are attempting to
work on an administrative subsidy
The
plaintiffs believe the state must be compelled to
determine the amount of
than see it shot down at the start.
register such persons and request court action on the
nutrients in the reservoir and the
ASUNM, GSA and the
matter.
general health of the body.
administration are willing to
underwrite a moderate subsidizing
Kanowitz
The plaintiffs state too that this provisional regi&tration
Leo Kanowitz, UNM law program in order to make this a
will not prejudice the state's interest in keeping its voting
success," he said. He later
professor will discuss his recently
roles free of non-eligible voters.
explained "The success of the
released book, "Poem is a Four
The plaintiffs also claim the Nov. 3, general election
shuttle system depends on use by
Letter Word", on KNME, Channel
results could be thrown into chaos and perhaps be
the students."
5, Friday, Sept. 25, at 7 p.m.
invalidated.
The first two weeks of
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PERSONALS

3)

l•'REN smnll hrtJwn m~l;-tcrrle~-;vith g.;;tle
soul nnU J:mot1 dispo~iliun, to hom~ with
tnll (~nco. Rita 341·4431 n(ter 6:00 p.m.
0/20
i'ius·-:I"'S_a_n-nd,-vcrtiso,;,~~t for -~<t\ie-;:tise·
rnt•nltl.

1-'I•:MALN STUDENT n..dcd. Uot;Rek;;<'Plng
!;t'rvit-Cis in cxchnn~c for room!Uoa.rd in
tfNM professor's home. 268-ni9S. 9/29
COMPI.ETN MIHAGE nnd cover
Plol< up In Rm. 205, Journalism Bldg.
MARl\IED STUDENTS HOSPI'l'AI, INSHI\ANCg. Up to $400 for mnternlty.
F'or infonnntion phone 242·1217. 10/G _
I•,HEJ~ J Sttlr>C'cl und blnrk mnt" kitb'n!l. two
bla<'k femnles, 0 'h weeks old. 242-3266.
9/28

,;;;wT.;.

FIGHl'ING THE ESTABLISHMENT the
lesml way is <!Xpcnsivct DJs11ositio~s lll!lY
run $5 1000. Help the bayonetted strii<e VIC·
tima-donntions returned When we win.
Send to; "Bloody FrJdny" c/o Attorney
r,evy, 3624 Mennul NE. 9/23
TUUNDERniRD-UNM's creative llternry
nnd nrt magazine-now accepting atnff
nppllcntiona. Rm. 205 Journnllsm llltlrr.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the following dny.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: BLUE HAT w/red bnnd it1 SUIJ
9/22. I£ found, ]llcnsc call 842-1>062 nrter
G. 0/23.
t. 0 S T : LADIES :REO WALLET and
chnngc p\trsc, Zimmcrmnn Library'. Gcn·
crous rewnrd. PRIOE-290·1404. 9/29
SCARII, red & l<!'aY, on campus 9/H.
Sentimental value. Hewnrd, 242·6948.
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SERVICES

OM SHANT!. Let us turn you on to Yotln,
meditation, n.wrLrl!rtt>SS. New classes, stu..
dent rntca. YOGA, 8219 Burton SE 265·
4900, 0/23

Woonesday, September 23, 1970

Ph. 243·0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,

Magazines, Bmm Film

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

SEI~VICES

TYPING':IBM cleetrie typeWriter. Nenr
University. 256-3181. 9/25

5)

I<ORSALE

501 YafeSE
Just 5 Blocks South
of Central

Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter ArcadeAdmission $4.00 (Movie)

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

----~

l g(;7

CAl\IAR<>SS, lik_e_n_e,-v.--:2~9-:,o=oo:-m--:i;:-le-s.
Mu:it h~ sP~n to lJCI npprC'C'inted. Loaded, 4
M]>t•ed. Phone R77-3H54. 9/23 '

1905 DODGI~ DART convertible, oxrellcnt
rtm<lition, $895. 2314 Ho!Tmnn NE. 2903305 fi/2~

1970 SUBARU 4 dr. Call Coronado Credit
Union 277-2723. 0/25
_
1070 HODAI<A TRAIL 100. Four months
....

old. $300. 808·2710. anytime. 9/25.
---·---

Dli1W RG9S fUll fairing: recent topend overhaul· new tires: sl10p munual; exira Jlnrts.
UrC'i' immnculntc eondition~ two helmets.
R·l2-7ano. 8-4 Mon.-Thurs. Ask for Lulse.
9/25

NgW 14 CARAT WHlTE GOLD, 17 jewel
JndicH wntch with 10 single cut dinmonds.
Cost $87.50 now $65.00 247·2545 or 2433349. 9/25

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASS IFICATfONS:
1. Personals
5. For Safe

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-· --TIMES STARTING _ _ __

THREE DEDI\OOM BRICK HOUSE with
flrcp]nc(!. Thrl:'!c b1ocl\S from camp~~~
Present loan 6% <)'o, $15,000. Cnll Stephen
247-2545 or note to P.O. Box 4186, Albuquerque. 9/23
1946 JEEP, GREAT SHAPE. C.!2A old
cJnssic modcJ~ 4w driv~, nutomntlc hubs,
roll bnr, tow bnr. Cnll Jon nt 265-9218, .
200 USED TV's-nll styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE, 265·5987. 10/9

6)

EMPLOYMENT

HELP WANTED: Pnrt-tlme job. Apply In
pornon nt Don Pancho's Theatre after 8
p.m. Over 21. Film buffs prclerred, 0/23

ENCLOSED$,_ _ __

PLACED BY

AMBITIOUS married couples-part-time
work. Full time mono:v. 247·3179. 9/23
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engagement on a college campus
since he gave the commencement
speech at the sheltered Air Force
Academy in June, 1969.
The President knew Kansas State
has never experienced the unrest
many American universities have. Its
greatest moments of protest have
been peaceful rallies of 5000
students during the Vietnam
Moratorium last fall and of 2000
students .following the Kent State
killings in May.
During the national student strike
in May, Kansas State students settled
for an administration-offered
one-day class attendance option
rather than a strike.
Nixon knew also that Kansas
State, of the Big Eight Conference, is
By BILL SIEVERT
a campus where football and school
MANHATTAN, Kansas-(CPS)- spirit are still very healthy elements
Despite the warm welcome afforded of student life.
him, President Nixon cannot lump
In , both his prepared text and
the student body of Kansas State off-the-cuff remarks, he repeatedly
University into his "silent majority." and successfully played upon the
The students may be conservative
in their tactics when compared to
those on the more radical campuses
throughout the country, but many
are far from agreement with the
President when it comes to ideology.
And many · were very disappointed
with his address.
Most of the campus's 13,000
students had never seen a President
of the United States and were
impressed that the President was
visiting their campus, the first time
any Kansas college has been so
honored.
They were noisy in. their
appreciation of the
honor-appreciation which gave
Nixon a far kinder reception than he
would have received on many college
campuses this fall.
Nixon for the past year had a
standing invitation to the campus
from both the students and the
administration. He apparently
analyzed the campus mood carefully
before accepting his first speaking

Nixon
At f(ansas:
Warm
Is Cool

Letters:

MAIL

To the Editor:
. An increasingly common criticism
of student demonstrators appeals to
the American tradition of the open
and unrestricted forum of ideas.
Students, President Nixon tells us,
have no right to shout down the
ideas and voices of those with whom
they disagree.' To anyone blest with
an American sense of justice and fair
play, the objection Lo hecklers
certainly seems valid.
However, lest student radicals be
accused of things more serious than
bad manners, allow something to be
said in their defense. To be radical or

to understand radical thinking, one
must seriously question the
assumptions that form the basis of
his own political and social attitudes.
Criticism of student hecklers rests on
the supposition that a free forum of
ideas existed before the shouting
began.
The open forum, if the concept
has any meaning at all, must grant
every serious point of view an equal
opportunity to be heard. The notion
is that the best ideas will then be
accepted by the people and the
remainder justly excluded. Naturally,
as the participating population
increases, the maintenance of the
forum becomes more difficult. That
our gargantuan Nation still retains
such a system is, unfortunately, the
faith and creed of the majority of

Am~ricans.

In America ideas, like everything
else, are bought and sold. Huge sums
of money are necessary to express
ideas effectively. Ideas that threaten
the established system receive
financial support only from the
unestablished. Inferior ideas (and
leaders) may be dressed up and sold
to the people by public relations
men. Some ideas become widespread
solely because they are supported by
men who happen to control
corporations or oilfields. The open
forum has evolved into a public
auction.
Have students really no moral
right to interfere with such
hypocrisy? What moral right does
ahy American have to support a
system where democracy must be
purchased with dollars? Where those
who must be opposed are the owners
of the means to oppose them? Where
propriety is more highly valued than
equality? Where the one media
capable of bringing the open forum
into every home, brings us reruns of
"The Flying Nun" instead.

students' school pride by alluding to
the campus's football successes and
by wearing~ a tie of the school
colors-purple and white.
The appeal to "purple power"
offended some students and actually
started the heckling, but to most of
those seated in their basketball field
house it pushed politics aside.
Still, after the President's
helicopter had lifted off from the
practice football field, most of the
students interviewed were critical of
the man they had just cheered.
Some said they had wanted the
President to be politely received on
their campus, no matter how much
they disagreed with him, and the
more the 50 or so hecklers in the
crowd of 15,500 shouted out their
feelings, the warmer they had to be
to him.
Meanwhile, Kansas Assistant
Attorney General Richard Seaton
announced a day later that all the
anti-Nixon hecklers had been

photographed. Those who could be
identified, he said, would be
prosecuted for disorderly conduct,
and suspended from school if they
were students. Seaton is a candidate
for Kansas attorney general this year.
Kansas State officials said that
suspension of students is possible,
but that they would be the ones to
make that decision, and only after
they are provided with information
from the Secret Service Agency and
the Kansas Bureau of Investigation.
A new state board of regents code
forbidding interruption of university
activities may be used to penalize
students involved in the heckling
inside the field house.
Henry Bubb, a member of the
board, said, "We have pictures of
them (the hecklers)," whom he
termed "a bunch of rag tagged, dirty,
rude hip.pies." Bubb said the new
code permitted suspension of
student violators, followed by
hearings if the students wished.

NEW
MEXICO
U Leaders Stress 'Continuity'
Nelson, Pickens Deliver 'State of Campus' Speeches
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Something's wrong in America.
Something must be done. But good
manners at demonstrations certainly
isn't the solution.
Jay Hirschi

)I

hate to get involved in politics when
I'm so new on campus but after
reading that booklet I am willing to
do everything in my power to change
the ASUNM establishment."
Emelienne Schreiner,
For Students for Responsible Action

Left Destroys Unity
To the Editor:
The far-left establishment on
To Baughman's Defense
campus, is back once again trying to To the Editor:
destroy the unity of students,
Re: "Baughman Boycott" (Sept.
faculty and administration.
17, 1970).
Students for Responsible Action
I teach in miniskirts and pants
(SRA), and Young Americans for
suits,
and I make a few demands of
Freedom (YAF) were told they
could not speak at the fall my junior high school students
student-run orientation-held on Sept. concerning their appearance. There is
8. We asked about sororities and a revolution taking place in
education and I celebrate it every
fraternities and were told they too day.
would not be invited. Eric Nelson,
I never agreed with Mr.
ASUNM president, was to briefly
Baughman's
value system; I squirmed
give the invitation to UNM.
Guess what happened? Inside the every time I enrolled in one of his
door of . Popejoy Hall, a pamphlet courses. The important point,
was handed out telling students how however, is that I chose to take those
to smoke marijuana. Now this might courses. '!'here were othnr AmPriean
have been meant to be funny, but literature profs then, and there are
Eric Nelson, in his official capacity, now. When I remember my
told . the freshmen to pick up an undergraduate years at UNM, I
ASUNM booklet that was not funny remember Ernie Baughman who was
and paid for, by the way, by student one human being with an open office
funds. It says, "campus police are door and an ear for other people's
incompetent," "the University is out problems among lots of liberal profs
of touch with people who attend it " who never learned students' names
"there is not a standard rule ~r and disappeared immediately after
class.
policy that applies to your case "
I look at a nation confronted with
" refuse to have your purses
'
poverty,
ignorance, ecological crises,
examined as you leave the library,"
racial
discrimination
and political
and, "weep loudly in class if not
stagnation; I look at my own
given your own way."
classroom
composed of 14-year old
Quite a few freshmen were
repelled. Barbara Butler, an non-readers, unhappy blacks and
elementary education major said, "I chicanes, and drug and emotional
head the situation on campus was hang-ups ... and I think what neat
bad but I didn't know it was dire guys Eric Nelson and his fellow
until orientation. Every person I longhairs are for using so much
know was appalled by Eric Nelson's energy on one man. Congratulations
to the UNM student body for
message."
Kethy Economides, a business electing a man who knows he has a
administration freshman, said, "I little mind and acts accordingly.
NoraMaric Mitcham

·--------------~------------~
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Eric Nelson

StJ:essing the themes of potential governance system,
"continuity" and "cooperation," Pickens said UNM's adoption of a decision making is more say in
student presidents Eric Nelson unified all-university governance curriculum and evaluation, ancl~
and Bill Pickens outlined system must be "the first in the planning of programs at the
student-initiated reform programs nation, and certainly first in the college and department level so
"those being educated will have a
in joint "state of the campus" West."
say
speeches last night.
in their education," Nelson
The University "must become a
The two leaders, addressing the great cooperative society" of said.
Pickens listed as one of GSA's
first joint session of the Graduate students, faculty and
Student Council and the ASUNM administrators that shows concern policy goals for the coming years
Senate, also asserted the for each student or it faces a very achievement of an adequate
University "must not be, at any bleak future," Pickens cautioned. procedure for airing student
level, merely a machine for mass
He then cited "cooperative grievances, asserting some UNM
education."
efforts" by GSA and ASUNM committees use "methods even a
"We must develop continuity in sueh as the Child Day Care Star Chamber wouldn't use."
Both leaders expressed serious
our struggles (to solve student Centers as a means of
problems). Students must realize "collectively saving money for doubts about the nature of the
stand-by judiciary implemented in
they are 'the new university'. By students."
the time a student becomes
Both student leaders stressed the Regent's Interim Policy
oriented to the university system, the need for UNM students to statement of Aug. 8. 'rhe
he becomes a cynic and thinks move out into the community, statement gives the Regents the
nothing can be done," said Pickens calling for an end to the right to set up a student-faculty
Nelson.
"elitist" idea the University is review board under the
He mentioned briefly the "self-justifying", Nelson asserting chairmanship of an Albuquerque
long-term goal of financial "students must show they care lawyer if, in their opinion;<
self-sufficiency for student about New Mexico."
Student Standards is failing in its
processes.
governments as a possibility
N e Is on said both the Free
"within the next two or three
Nelson said the Regent's were
University program and "irresponsible" in their failure to
years," terming it the ultimate
environment improvement consult student leadership in
source of student power
legitimacy.
~ program will seek to involve
implementing "a policy which will
community members.
affect our lives."
Immediate goals of his
administration however are
Pickens opposed calling in
"UNM's ethnic studies centers,
student absorption into Univeristy begun as a result of student "someone outside the University
decision-making through activism, are beginning to community" to chair the back-up
ali-University governance.
completely express the state's committee "despite his legal
UNM is working towards "the tri-cultural heritage. We must ability."
Nelson pointed to the clearly
most significant change in its make UNM use what it's got,"
defined emergency procedures,
history'' in all-University said Pickens.
governance, Nelson said.
The principle's statement and codification of violations of
Pickens said student submitted by the two leaders calls "UNM community living" in the
involvement in decision-making
for "a fair and equal voice in policy statement as part of a
national trend of such governance
also means student involvement in
formation of policies which shape tightening
up.
University problems.
our lives and studies" and argues
"They
can
move faster. They
"The innocent are always "the only grounds for denial of
ignorant. Students have now this ean be a complete lack of have it on paper," he said.
Pickens mentioned assurances~· .
asked to fill a larger role in
expertise on the part of students
voiced
by the Regent's that
helping solve the University's
in a specific area or a failure by
problems," he said.
them to participate when given proposals of the governance
committee "would take
Echoing Nelson's mention of the opportunity."
precedence" over their interim
the uniqueness of UNM's
Included in insresed student procedures.

Discusses Regents' Policy

ASUNM. GSA Hear Heady
UNM Presidt'llt I<'errel Heady dc,claration of a state of
spolw last night to a joint S<'ssion emergency," Heady said. "My
of the ASUNM Senate and the approach to its possible use is that
GSA Council on the Rt•gents' it certainly is not to be employed
Aug. H "Rights and easily or frequ('nt]y~hopefully it
H espons i b il i ties'' state m cnt, never will be ('mployed." He
tt>rming most of ils SPctions addl'd he does not expect to usc
"intt>rim m!'asurt•s."
the power, and then "only if it
Afl!'r Heady's address and the has proved quite impossible to
short quPstion and answer session dt~al with a crisis situation in any
that followed, the joint sPssion normal way."
Questions from the gallery to
passE>d two bills, one calling for a
studtmt referendum concerning Heady strayed from his topic and
time·off for the November covered such areas as landscaping
elections and the o thel' on campus, Student Standards
establishing a joint ASUNM·GSA Committee and the Cooper·Orzen
decision modified by Heady last
grievance committee.
year.
Heady said he interpreted all
Heady agreed that UNM needs
sections of the Regents' statement more landscaping and his
as interim "except sections s u ggesLion that students could
dealing with rights and mobilize a work force to help
responsibilities. This is a improve landscaping and thus cut
re·working of an earlier statement down on cost was greeted with
on rights and responsibilities. enthusiastic applause.
Some changes here are not
He also explained the set-up of
considered interim but that is not the Student Standards Committ<le
to say they are not subject to and added that he did not foresee
change.''
being by-passed by the Regents in
a
case unless the Committee did
He called the section which
not
start proceedings within its
spells out facts considered by the
Regents as advei'sely affecting the four·week limit.
On his modification of last
University "clearly and explicitly
year's Standards decision to
interim in nature."
impose stricter penalties against
' ' T h e section on then·students Bill Orzen and Allen
emergency power is also interim Cooper, Heady reminded the
pending further study,'' Heady gallery that a year before that he
said. He then ex,plained his had modified a Standards'
position on what constitutes a decision and imposed a lesser
state of emergency, which under penalty on Cooper.
the Regents' statement would be
"Soms of the same people find
de signa ted by the University it improper that I modified a
president.
Student Standards decision (to
"'.rhere is no doubt in my mind illlpose a stricter penalty) when a
about tht1 seriousnes.q of a year earlier they urged
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modification (to a lesser
penalty)," Heady said.
When the question and answer
session was cut off because of
time limitation, Jeff Hickman
objected that Heady did not
answer all the questions, to which
Heady replied any .student could
come talk to him at any
reasonable time, and added to
Hickman that if Hickman had
never tried to see Heady he should
not complain about students
getting appointments.
Although the joint session
passed a bill calling for a
referendum vote on tilne·off to
campaign before the November
elections, no date has been set for
the referendum. It will allow
students to vote for one of three
choices: to close the University
for one week prior to the election,
the week to be made up before
Christmas; to have the week
before the election free of exams
and quizzes; or to function
normally during the week prior to
the election.
Lihn pointed out the decision
of the student body on the
election would only show support
of a measure to the administration
nnd would not constitute a final
decision on the matter.
The purpos!! in establishing a
joint ASUNM-GSA grievance
committee "is. to cut through the
red tape to solve problems as
quickly as possible," Lihn said.
"It would also act as a clearing
house for information on how to
take necessary steps as well as
alleviate the problem," added
GSA Vice President Duke
Duquette.
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Ferrel Heady

Special Election
ASUNM Vice President Frank Lihn last night
announced a special election Oct. 13 to fill
vacancies left by the resignations Of five senators.
Students elected in the special election will serve
for half a term until the regular fall elections.
Senate is normally cmposed of 20 members and
the ASUNM constitution requires three-fourths of
the membership to be present for a quorum.

